corporate
patrons

We offer Corporate Patrons the
opportunity to enjoy a special
relationship with One of the Great
Libraries of the World and one of
Wales’s leading cultural organisations
– The National Library of Wales

the library
The National Library of Wales is based in
Aberystwyth. This impressive, classical
building stands beside one of the UK’s
leading universities and enjoys dramatic
views over the magnificent Cardigan Bay.
The Library
• preserves and makes available the Welsh cultural
heritage by storing information about Wales and the
Welsh people in whatever format and wherever it is
produced in the world;
• provides world-class research facilities through its
collections, which include a copy of virtually very
publication produced in the UK in the last one hundred
years.

It is our ambition to make sure that
anyone who is interested in finding out
more about Welsh history and Welsh
culture can access that knowledge at any
time and wherever they are in the world.
In practice this will mean that, in time, every newspaper
and periodical ever published in Wales will be available to
view on-line. It means that national treasures such as the
Black Book of Carmarthen or the Laws of Hywel Dda or
the Hengwrt Chaucer can be read as thoroughly as if you
were leafing through the originals. A whole new insight
into Wales - and our contribution to world knowledge
- can be held up for the world to enjoy, in science and
technology as well as in the arts.

ambition

benefits
Each year, we publish a schedule of special
events and activities that are exclusively for
our Corporate Partners and Patrons.
Each Corporate Partner is allocated four places for:
• Private viewings
• A dedicated keynote speaker address with a pre-event
drinks reception and post-event supper
• Behind the scenes tours
• Annual visits to other cultural locations within Wales
In addition, we offer recognition of your support through
• A special membership certificate
• An exclusive e-newsletter
• An acknowledgement in our annual report and on our website

As you watch your investment grow you will
know that you have helped us enrich the
cultural life of Wales.

